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Pantheism is one of the most essential philosophical issues. It is of particular importance in the study of the Greek Philosophy in general and Spinoza's in particular. Spinoza, among his other peers, has got affected in his early philosophical formation by the Greeks and their philosophy in the Pantheism issue.

Hence, The importance of the research on this issue bases mainly on the researcher's trials to find out about in the Greek philosophy and its how effect in the western thought, particularly with Spinoza, especially that the pre-Plato Greek civilization was characterized with the non existence of a palpable image of Province whence the Greek philosophers denied the say of the world and the creations occurrence from the No. To the them the world is old and lasting.

They dated the world back to one or many origins whence these roots originated with differences in the nature or the unity.

In the modern time, Spinoza got impacted from the Greek philosophers, believing in the pantheism, especially by Exuphan, who believed that The Province and nature are one whole. Ad to that, the stoicism believing that God and the World are one whole. He also get an effect from Plotinus believing that God is the first logic start whence everything originated. Spinoza declared that God is the one clear fact and the why of things and found that there is one king relation between Him and the nature.

Thus the researcher used a historical critical analytical method, trying to following the historical roots of the idea of Pantheism - Maybe, through his constructive criticism processes that announces the via philosophical comparison research vision among the different special tries of pantheism that declares the ongoing attempts of mutual effect through history of the philosophical thought.
The researcher divided his study into "Introduction", chapters and a conclusion.

**The introduction**

Here in his study, the researcher dealt with the importance of the research, the study questions and problems of the study, referring to the method used in preparation.

**Chapter I** entitled "panthesim at the ex Plato Greek philosophers.

**Chapter II** entitled Plato Stand to pantheism.

**Chapter III** titled Aristotle Stand to pantheism.

**Chapter IV** titled Pantheism from the Epicurean to the Stoicism.

**Chapter V** titled Pantheism at Poltinus.

**Chapter VI** titled The Greek influences on the theory of Pantheism at Spinoza.

**Conclusion**

Here the researcher put down the most important results that he ended for them, with a list to the most important references and resources, Arabic and foreign on which he depend on his study.

The researcher